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1978 Suzuki GS 750E up for sale to finish another bike I
have.Everything you see on the bike I've done..The bike is
lowered and stretched 14",polished wheels, cases, forks, ect..
the bike is solid and runs very well and i would ride it
absolutely anywhere..it's in very good shape for being 40
years old and pulls attention anywhere you park it I
promise.Clean Ohio title, I work out of town a lot and I'm not
pressed to sell it $2,500 cash firm takes it.. text is best 
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1978 Suzuki  

condition: good  

engine displacement (CC): 750  

fuel: gas  

odometer: 25000  

paint color: white  

title status: clean  

transmission: manual  

do NOT contact me with unsolicited services or offers

post id: 6218490261  posted: about an hour ago

email to friend  ♥ best of [?]

safety tips
prohibited items
product recalls
avoiding scams
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